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ultimatum sent to the Dalai Lama had met with no reply, the
advance was resumed at the end of June. Progress was of
necessity slow ; but early in August the little force, pushing
aside the enemy who attempted a last stand before their capital,
occupied the sacred city, where a satisfactory treaty was con-
cluded. By the end of October the troops, having successfully
braved the first fearful rigours of a Himalayan winter, had
returned to India.
In 1911 another expedition took place in a different quarter
of India against the Abors, a wild tribe dwelling on the north-
east frontier of Assam, who had murdered one of our political
officers and committed other outrages. Two thousand men,
under Bower, were sent to exact punishment; the main
difficulties encountered were due to the density of the jungles
and the steepness of the hills traversed rather than from the
enemy, whose weapons were poisoned arrows and whose
favourite method of fighting was the launching of avalanches of
rock from hills beneath which their foes were passing.
Finally, mention may be made of a small punitive expedition
sent overseas to Perak in Malaya, owing to an outbreak of
disorder in that country, resulting in the murder of the British
Resident. The trouble was, however, successfully dealt with by
the troops on the spot, the reinforcements arriving only in time
to complete and maintain the military occupation of the
province.
With a few words on the reorganisation, between the end
of the Great Mutiny and 1914, we propose to bid farewell to
the Indian army.
The disappearance of" John Company's " army consequent
on the assumption of government by the Crown in 1858 did
not involve the abolition of the traditional division into three
independent Presidential armies, which still remained in
existence for over thirty years. There can, however, be traced
throughout the period prior to the final unification of these
armies in 1895 a general trend towards greater co-ordination of
administrative and supply services under the control of the
Commander-in-Chief. During this period also there was
established for the first time in 1886 an Indian Army Reserve,
divided into two classes—the active, called up for a month's
training every year, and the garrison, which was liable for
training every second year only.; this basis of service remained
in essentials unchanged till 1914.
It was not, however, till some time after the unification of
the Indian army had officially been accomplished on paper that
all traces of the old separatist spirit of the Presidential armies
can be said to have disappeared; and on Kitchener's assumption

